Unit Cancellation & Reschedule Policy

- Observation units can only be held under clear-sky conditions.

- If poor weather conditions develop *before class begins*, a cancellation notice will be posted on the Astronomy Center home page under "Observatory Unit Status" at least 15 minutes prior to the unit start time.

- If a unit is canceled, the decision is final and will NOT be changed, even if weather conditions improve. Students will need to sign up for another session.

- If poor weather conditions develop *after class begins*, the instructor reserves the right to reschedule the unit for a later date or edit the requirements for successful completion of the unit at their discretion.

- Units will only be rescheduled under special circumstances (e.g. limited offering). In the event a unit is rescheduled, students who initially signed up will not need to sign up for the unit again.

- It is the student's responsibility to check the status of the unit before class begins. Students will NOT receive credit for showing up to a canceled unit.